1. Where can I see and touch the products in real life?
Contact our sales department and visit our Dräger Design Center in Lübeck. Additionally, we have
numerous show rooms worldwide. One of the upcoming events is Arab Health in January 2022, here we
will present our new Ambia on our Dräger booth.

2. Is the Movita and Agila complete portfolio replaced with the Ambia portfolio? Are heads part
of the system or only columns?
Yes, the Ambia is the successor of Agila and Movita and will replace them. This includes heads and
columns in different sizes as well as arms systems in different lengths and load classes. In addition, the
Ambia offers an even higher variety than the previous portfolio.

3. Will the Ponta beam system also be new?
Yes, we are proud to launch a complete new portfolio of ceiling supply systems: this includes a re-launch
of the Ponta with the new media heads and columns, the same heads and columns used by the Ambia.

4. Will BIM files be available and how do we get access?
Yes, BIM files are available. Please contact your local sales.

5. Are your products already MDR certified?
Yes, the new Ambia will be MDR-certified.
6. When will the Ambia be available?
We are happy that we already have many orders received and the first projects will be delivered in
November this year.
7. Can the colors of the Ambia be changed later?
Yes, both on the media columns and heads, as well as on the drawer fronts, the colors can be changed
very easily.
8. Can the lights also be controlled externally / via BUS systems (DALI)?
Yes, lights can be controlled externally, the Ambia is DALI capable.
9. Is there a lift version available for Ambia?
Yes, Ambia offers lift versions from light to heavy load.

10. Are electromagnetic brakes available?
Yes, electromagnetic brakes are available.

11. Is the service interval for changing gas hoses also 12 years with the Ambia?
There is no change in the service interval. Deviations based on regional standards are possible.

12. Is it possible to integrate more electrical and gas outlets in the Ambia?
Compared to the previous products we can offer more space for outlets in our new media heads and
columns because the outlets can be positioned freely, based on their actual space requirement. The
existing space is used optimally.

13. Can the anesthesia machine be placed on a column?
Yes, anesthesia machines can be attached to the media columns and be lifted. In addition, there is a new
way to fix an anesthesia device to a media head without the lift option (Atlan Sky Link).

14. Does the ceiling need to be reinforced in the room to mount a Dräger Ambia?
It is possible to re-use the Agila and Movita ceiling fixture sets. But each individual project needs to be
evaluated by a static engineer.

15. What are the main differences between Ambia and Movita?
If you want to learn more about the Ambia, your local sales will be happy to present it to you in detail.

